The classifications of self-power and other-power are important analytical tools in the discussion of Pure Land thought. During the Three Kingdoms period, Wŏnhyo early on presented a method of practice that differentiated between self-power and other-power. Nevertheless, there has been no attempt to pursue the meaning or significance of the Pure Land cult in the Hwaŏm tradition during the Koryŏ period from the standpoints of self-power and otherpower. In this study I will attempt to analyze the cult of the Pure Land in the Hwaŏm tradition in the Koryŏ period from the standpoints of these two methods of faith. In order to accomplish this purpose,
Introduction
The cult of the Pure Land in the Hwaŏm tradition 華嚴宗 of the Koryŏ 高麗 period (918-1392) to a great extent can be divided into the belief in the Pure Land of the Lotus Storehouse Realm (Yŏnhwajang chŏngt'o sinang 蓮花藏淨 土信仰) and faith in Avalokiteśvara (Kwanŭm sinang 觀音信仰). The cult of the Pure Land of the Lotus Storehouse Realm is the most superior Pure Land explained in the Avataṃsaka-sūtra (Huayan jing 華嚴經). Furthermore, faith in Avalokiteśvara is the Pure Land faith based on the understanding of Avalokiteśvara in the ''Entry into the Dharma Realm'' chapter (Ru fajie pin 入法界品) of the Avataṃsaka-sūtra.
Belief in the Pure Land of the Lotus Storehouse Realm in Korea did not develop as a universal cult of the Pure Land. However, the cult of Avalokiteśvara that is rooted in the Avataṃsaka-sūtra had its origin in Ŭisang 義相 and was situated in a cult of Avalokiteśvara in the Hwaŏm tradition until the late Koryŏ period (Na 2010, 132-145) . One of the key materials informing us of this is the cult of Avalokiteśvara described in the Paekhwa toryang parwŏnmun yakhae 白花道場發願文略解 (Brief Explanation of the Vow Made at White Flower Enlightenment Site) (hereafter Brief Explanation) by Ch'ewŏn 體元 (ca. 1280-d. after 1338).
Some research has been done revealing the form of the cult of Avalokiteśvara in the Hwaŏm tradition from the Silla period to the Koryŏ period in relation to Ch'ewŏn's faith in Avalokiteśvara. 1 Korean scholar-monks since the Silla period have discussed self-power and other-power from the standpoint of rebirth in the Pure Land. For example, even while said that it was possible for one to be reborn in the Pure Land by means of the other-power of the original vow of the Buddha Amitābha, he presented a power (t'aryŏk 他力), which are two forms of religious faith with respect to examinations of the appearance of the cult elsewhere in East Asia. In this study I will attempt to analyze the cult of the Pure Land in the Hwaŏm tradition in the Koryŏ period from the standpoints of these two methods of faith. This is because illuminating the mechanism whereby one is born in the Pure Land and the clarification that being reborn in the Pure Land is due to reliance on either self-power or other-power are intertwined. The significance of being reborn in the Pure Land thereafter is judged to be more clearly understandable.
In order to accomplish this purpose, in this essay, after first ascertaining the perception of self-power and other-power in the Huayan tradition 華嚴宗 of China, I will analyze Kyunyŏ's views on the Pure Land of the Lotus Storehouse Realm in the early Koryŏ period and Ch'ewŏn's belief in Avalokiteśvara in the late Koryŏ period in the context of the adoption and development of Chinese Huayan. In particular, I will give a detailed explanation of the process whereby one is reborn in the Pure Land of Avalokiteśvara, as described in Ch'ewŏn's Brief Explanation, which discusses rebirth in the Pure Land.
Self-Power and Other-Power in the Huayan Tradition in China
When religious belief is classified as the pair of self-power and other-power, the origin is other-power in the Avataṃsaka-sūtra, the foundational sūtra of the Huayan tradition. This is because the behavior of bodhisattvas is dependent upon the power of the original vow ( ponwŏllyŏk 本願力) of the Buddha Vairocana. In the ''Buddha Vairocana'' chapter (Lushenafo pin 盧舍那佛品), when the Bodhisattva Samantabhadra (Pohyŏn posal 普賢菩薩) entered into the samādhi on the storehouse of the purity of all the tathāgatas (ilch'e yŏrae chŏngjang sammae 一切如來淨藏三昧), all the buddhas of the oceans of world systems of the ten directions appeared and praised the Bodhisattva Samantabhadra. Samatabhadra's initial entry into samādhi is said to be dependent upon the power of the original vow of Buddha Vairocana (T 278, 9.408b19-20) . One thing beyond the power of the original vow that we hear of is the power of the majestic divinity (wisillyŏk 威神力) of the Buddha. This is because the contents of the sūtra can be explained only after these two powers have been set forth. For example, the ''Ten Abodes'' chapter (Shizhu pin 十住品)
of the Avataṃsaka-sūtra says that the Bodhisattva Dharma Wisdom (Pŏphye posal 法慧菩薩) received the divine power of the buddha and entered into the samādhi of the immeasurable expedient means of the bodhisattva because of the power of the original vow and the power of the majestic divinity of the Buddha Vairocana (T 278, 9.444c12-13) . On the other hand, even a bodhisattva's preaching the dharma instead of a buddha is dependent on the power of the majestic divinity of the buddha (T 278, 9.444c19). The
Avataṃsaka-sūtra emphasizes other-power as the basis in this manner. However, other-power is not the only thing among the words the Buddha speaks in praise of the samādhi of each bodhisattva. Among these, self-power and actual practice (silch'ŏn 實踐) are included. In other words, with respect to the reason for his praise of the Bodhisattva Samatabhadra's entering into the samādhi on the storehouse of the purity of all the tathāgatas, after citing the power of the original vow of the Buddha Vairocana, he says that it is because of the pure power of the practices and vows (haengwŏllyŏk 行願力), which the Bodhisattva Samantabhadra cultivated in all the places where buddhas abide (chebulso 諸佛所). The specific details of bodhisattva practice are explained.
For example, these include such things as turning well the wheels of the dharma of all the buddhas and obtaining purity by removing the afflictions of all living beings (T 278, 9.408b20-28) . He also speaks of the power of wholesome roots (sŏn'gŭllyŏk 善根力) to the Bodhisattva Dharma Wisdom (T 278, 9.444c13). Thus, the Avataṃsaka-sūtra sufficiently explains the principle of self-power as well.
Contrary to what one would expect, the sūtra can be interpreted to mean that self-power is more important than other-power. Just as is explained repeatedly in the ''Ten Abodes'' chapter, that can be known from the sentence, ''With respect to the dharma you have heard, you must understand it yourselves and not be awakened by any other means'' (有所聞法, 即自開解, 不由他悟). 2 Thus, the closing sentence of the ''Ten Abodes'' chapter says, ''When one first arouses the bodhicitta, one immediately attains complete enlightenment; one knows the nature of the true reality of all dharmas; one is endowed with a body of wisdom; and that one is not awakened by any other means'' (初發心時, 便成正覺, 知一切法眞實之性, 具足慧身, 不由他悟; T 278, 9.449c). This clearly underscores the centrality of self-power in achieving complete enlightenment.
On the other hand, in his interpretation of the ''Buddha Vairocana'' chapter of his Souxuan ji 搜玄記 (Record of Searching the Mysteries), Zhiyan, who founded the Chinese Huayan tradition, understood that the reception of the divine power of the Buddha is impossible or unattainable by means of self-power (T 1732, 35.22b ). This kind of empowerment (kap'i 加被) from the Buddha is certainly other-power among the two kinds of power. Nevertheless, after that, visualizing the image of the ''five oceans'' (ohae, Ch. wuhai 五海) 3 probably belongs to self-power (T 1732, 35.22b) . In Fazang's 法藏 (643-712) analysis of ''Buddha Vairocana'' chapter in his Tanxuan ji 探玄記 (Record of Exploring the Mysteries), his interpretation that although entering into samādhi is dependent upon other-power, the exhibition of self-power later on is clearly Zhiyan's intent (T 1733, 35.155c) . In this manner, the endowment and actions dependent upon it can be described as being due to self-power and other-power.
Furthermore, in his interpretation of the ''Ten Abodes'' chapter, Zhiyan differentiates and explains other-power and self-power in the context of explaining the verbal empowerment (kuga, Ch. Koujia 口加) and mental empowerment (ŭiga, Ch. yijia 意加) of the Buddha (T 1732, 35.51a). Although availing one's self of the empowerment of the Buddha is other-power, obtaining empowerment and putting it into actual practice is self-power. Fazang, as well, in his analysis of the ''Ten Abodes'' chapter in his Record of Exploring the Mysteries, interprets this inheriting Zhiyan's position that although one is first dependent on other-power, later it is proper that it corresponds to empowerment by means of self-power (T 1733, 35.284b) . We can know that there was already a tendency to interpret the Avataṃsaka-sūtra by means of self-power and other-power in the Dilun tradition. On the other hand, Chengguan 澄觀 (ca. 738-839) inherited his interpretation of this part of the sūtra intact from Fazang (T 1735, 35.741c) .
Even the concept of preaching the dharma is divided into self-power and other-power. In his interpretation of the ''Ten Transferences'' chapter (Shihuixiang pin 十廻向品) in his Record of Exploring the Mysteries, Fazang com-ments on the two kinds of empowerment of one's words. First is preaching the dharma by means of other-power. Other-power is availing one's self of the empowerment of fruition power (kwaryŏk, Ch. Guoli 果力), which is the power of the Buddha ( pullyŏk, Ch. foli 佛力), and that power is bestowed on bodhisattvas by means of empowerment. In other words, availing one's self of the power of the Buddha and preaching [the dharma] is designated just as it is in the sūtras. In this way we can know that fruition power and the power of conditioning factors ( yŏllyŏk, Ch. yuanli 緣力) 4 are contained in other-power. Second, in preaching the dharma by means of self-power, self-power is the strength of the causal condition (inwi, Ch. yinwei 因位) 5 of being a bodhisattva and of relying on the power of knowledge (chiryŏk, Ch. zhili 智力), or the power of causes and conditions (inyŏllyŏk, Ch. yinyuanli 因緣力). In this manner, the power of causal conditions and the power of knowledge are contained in self-power. Fazang says that other-power and self-power can be explained as being interfused ( yunghap, Ch. ronghe 融合) (T 1733, 35.242c).
Even Chengguan, in his analysis of the ''Ten Transferences'' chapter, adopts Fazang's interpretation intact (T 1735, 35.695c) . Although bodhisattvas' preaching the dharma is receiving the power of the majestic divinity of the Buddha and obtaining power, they preach the dharma having been endowed with selfpower that is able to correspond to that power.
Self-Power and Other-Power in the Hwaŏm Tradition of Koryŏ
Kyunyŏ's Pure Land of the Lotus Storehouse Realm of Absolute Self-Power Kyunyŏ 均如 (923-973), who was active in the early Koryŏ period, left commentaries on the writings of Zhiyan, Ŭisang, and Fazang, and he composed natives songs (hyangga 鄕歌) about the Avataṃsaka-sūtra that were easy for ordinary people and the masses to understand. However, I cannot find any instances in which Kyunyŏ in his writings delineates a clear position on selfpower and other-power like Zhiyan and Fazang. Of course, although Kyunyŏ comments on the issue that in the beginning a bodhisattva's being able to preach the dharma is dependent upon on obtaining the power of the Buddha's divinity in several places, there is no other discussion about preaching the dharma by means of self-power. Only through Kyunyŏ's interpretation of the passage ''One is not awakened by any other means'' ( pul yu t'a o 不由他悟) can we understand his position on self-power and other-power.
In his Chigwi chang wŏnt'ong ch'o 旨歸章圓通鈔 (Perfectly comprehensive account of the Composition on Taking Refuge in the Profound Meaning), Kyunyŏ attaches a detailed comment on Fazang's Record of Exploring the Mysteries, in which he explains that the meaning of ''other'' (t'a 他) in ''One is not awakened by any other means'' is divided into ''inferior teaching'' (sogyo 小教), ''outside of the mind'' (simoe 心外), and ''outside of nature'' (sŏngoe 性外). Here, Kyunyŏ sets forth the premise that ''One is not awakened by any other means'' does not rely on buddhas and bodhisattvas, and that it does not mean that one does not hear the dharma. In other words, other-power becomes the premise. He specifically explains the meaning of ''other'' in the following manner.
First, because one is awakened by relying on the inconceivable universal dharma ( pobŏp 普法) called the Avataṃsaka-sūtra, one does not rely on the ''other,'' which is called the ''inferior teaching'' (Hīnayāna).
Second, the lad Sudhana's (Sŏnjae tongja 善財童子) going far and wide to seek spiritual mentors (sŏnu 善友) is not seeking after spiritual mentors outside of one's own mind (chasim ioe 自心以外), as they are spiritual mentors that are amid his own bodhicitta or aspiration for enlightenment ( porisim 菩提心), which is ''One is not awakened by any other means.'' Third, the tathāgatagarbha ( yŏraejang 如來藏) of Sudhana's own mind is likened to the ocean of the non-abiding nature of dharmas (muju pŏpsŏng 無住法性). Because the dharma-nature of that kind of ocean cannot be differentiated, the non-abiding nature of dharmas of Sudhana, the non-abiding nature of dharmas of spiritual mentors, and the non-abiding nature of all existence in the ocean are simply one. Accordingly, when Sudhana realizes the dharma-nature and attains buddhahood, all existence, including such things as the spiritual mentors and living beings, will attain buddhahood. At this time, the substance that Sudhana realized and attained was ''One is not awakened by any other means'' because it was not the non-abiding nature of dharmas that were outside his own dharma-nature (Kyunyŏ 1977a, 1:388-390) .
Although Kyunyŏ says that it is not being awakened in accordance to something different than the Avataṃsaka-sūtra by means of this kind of association of meanings, he says that one will wait upon many spiritual mentors (sŏnjisik 善智識; Skt. kalyāṇamitra) (Kyunyŏ 1977a, 1:388; T 278, 9.706a) . In this manner, Kyunyŏ claims that ''One is not awakened by any other means,'' which sets the power (other-power) of the buddhas and bodhisattvas of the Avataṃsaka-sūtra as the premise. Therefore, notwithstanding these things, we can say that references to ''outside of the mind'' and ''outside of the nature'' are self-power. This is because the bodhicitta in one's own body and the perfect dharma-nature of one's own body are the subjects. That being the case, we can say that other-power (buddhas and bodhisattvas, the approach of the dharma [ pŏmmun 法門]) and self-power (the bodhicitta of one's own body, dharmanature) are already in the condition of being unified. This kind of interpretation, as we can know from the following explanation, was inherited intact from Ŭisang's view of self-power and other-power. Ŭisang's thought regarding self-power and other-power can be understood through the Tosin chang 道申章 (Tosin's Composition) and Hwaŏm kyŏng mundap 華嚴經問答 (Questions and Answers on the Avataṃsaka-sūtra), which are records of his lectures (Kim Cheon-hak 2013) .
After commenting on the three kinds of meaning of ''other,'' Kyunyŏ cites the Tosin's Composition and asks, ''Will my future buddha convert me and cause me to practice?'' To which he replies, ''If that buddha did not convert me, I will be unable to practice and attain buddhahood'' (Kyunyŏ 1977a, 1:388-389; see also T 1873, 45.604b27-c14) . Because making progress, converting me, and causing me to attain buddhahood, is not an ''other'' buddha, it is said to be possible (Kyunyŏ 1977a, 1:389) . With respect to the removal of ''other'' buddhas in this manner, we can see that, understood from the standpoint of the prolongation of ''One is not awakened by any other means,'' selfpower and other power are of great importance to a unified self-power. Moving forward, we can know that the buddhas and bodhisattvas referred to by Kyunyŏ were placed in the middle in self-power from the point of view of their being buddha by means of one's own body. Kyunyŏ's standpoint with respect to self-power and other-power can be said to have been thoroughly concentrated on self-power and that it is able to manifest ''absolute self-power'' (ch'ŏltae charyŏk 絶對自力). 6 Kyunyŏ does not recommend a Pure Land oriented toward other-power (t'aryŏkchŏk chŏngt'o 他力的淨土) or a Pure Land in another direction (t'abang chŏngt'o 他方淨土). That being the case, what did the Pure Land mean to Kyunyŏ? All Pure Lands converge on the Lotus Storehouse Realm of the Avataṃsaka-sūtra in the one vehicle of the perfect teaching (wŏn'gyo ilsŭng 圓敎一乘) of the Hwaŏm tradition. 7 From the standpoint of the Hwaŏm tradition, the Sahā World System (Saba segye 娑婆世界) in which we live is not different from the Lotus Storehouse Realm. In other words, the Sahā World System is the Lotus Storehouse Realm (Kim Cheon-hak 2010). When we look at the biographical facts of Kyunyŏ's life, although there are times when he seems to have followed the cult of Avalokiteśvara initiated by the Silla monk Ŭisang, we can find no references to the Pure Land of Avalokiteśvara in his extant writings. It seems that he only acknowledged the Lotus Storehouse Realm as the Pure Land of the Avataṃsaka. According to Fazang, the Avataṃsaka-sūtra is the teaching of the place of the perfect interfusion of pure and impure ( yŏmjŏng wŏnyung ch'ŏ 染淨圓融處; T 1733, 35.128b). Kyunyŏ also did not depart from this kind of interpretation.
In his Sŏk Hwaŏm kyobun ki wŏnt'ong ch'o 釋華嚴敎分記圓通鈔 (Perfectly Comprehensive Notes Analyzing the Record of the Doctrinal Classification of the Avataṃsaka-sūtra), Kyunyŏ says that when a great bodhisattva sees the Sahā World System, it becomes the Lotus Storehouse Realm, but when a living being sees the Lotus Storehouse Realm, it becomes the Sahā World System (Kyunyŏ 1977a, 2:344) . It will be either the Sahā world or a Pure Land following the conditions of living beings. This kind of perspective can be seen even in the explanation of the ten dharmas (sippŏp 十法) by means of ''my five-foot body'' (o och'ŏk sin 吾五尺身) in the context of analyzing the ''unhindered approach of the conditioned arising of the ten mysteries'' (siphyŏn yŏn'gi muaemun 十玄緣起無礙門). 8 In conclusion, my five-foot body is endowed with the teaching (the universal dharma) of the Avataṃsaka by means of the ten kinds of abhidharma (taebŏp 對法) which have been described to the present, whether they are originally perfect or not. Because my five-foot body is immovable, permeates all world systems, there is nowhere that it does not reach, and it is endowed with the unhindered approach of the conditioned arising of the ten mysteries. Therefore, if I perform contemplative visualization in this way, my own immovable body becomes no different than an ocean of the approach of inexhaustible dharmas (mujinbŏp mun 無盡法門). This is precisely the Buddha Vairocana as his own self, the dharma realm of Samantabhadra, the ocean of the Lotus Storehouse Realm, and the Buddhāvataṃ-saka-sūtra (Kyunyŏ 1977a, 2:441-442) .
In this manner, Kyunyŏ sees his body as being fully endowed with the teaching of the Avataṃsaka by means of the three kinds of worlds (samjong segan 三種世間), 9 irrespective of whether it is perfect or deficient. Furthermore, he says that when one engages in contemplative visualization like him and conforms to the teaching of the Avataṃsaka, ''my body'' becomes no different than the Lotus Storehouse Realm, is the Buddha Vairocana, and in that way becomes the Avataṃsaka-sūtra. Kyunyŏ claims that founded on ''my body,'' my body is precisely the Lotus Storehouse Realm, and we can see the concrete image of absolute self-power, in which ''other'' (t'a 他) is simply eliminated, just like when one investigates the relationship between self-power and other-power on the basis of ''other.'' The Pure Land of the Lotus Storehouse Realm, from the perspective of Kyunyŏ, becomes my body itself (chach'e 自體), and this is the Pure Land by means of fruition, which is the condensation of the actual practice of self-power. Also, Kyunyŏ's interpretations are the outcome of inheriting Ŭisang's view of actual practice (silch'ŏn kwan 實踐觀) (Kim Cheon-hak 2012; .
On the other hand, we can know that Kyunyŏ praised self-power even in his ''Songs of the Ten Vows of Samantabhadra'' (Pohyŏn sipchong wŏnwang ka 普賢十種願王歌), which he composed for ordinary people. For example, the first ''Song of Worshipping All the Buddhas'' (Yegyŏng chebul ka 禮敬諸佛歌)
says that when one offers worship before the Buddha, every mote of dust becomes a buddhaland ( pulgukt'o 佛國土; Skt. buddhakṣetra). Also, the second ''Song on Praising the Tathāgata'' (Ch'ingch'an yŏrae ka 稱讚如來歌) says that when one chants the praise ''I take refuge in Buddha'' (nammu pul 南無佛), inexhaustible eloquence gushes forth in one thought-moment (illyŏm 一念). In the last ''Song on the Inexhaustibility of the Comprehensive Bond'' (Ch'onggyŏl mujin ka 總結無盡歌), being a song about the great vow that says one will simply follow the vows and practices of Samantabhadra and discard other things, we can see the belief in other-power. On the contrary, just as can be seen in the tenth ''Song on the Transference of Universality'' (Pogae hoehyang ka 普皆廻向歌), he sings that I am one and the same with the buddhas I worship. 10 In this manner, Kyunyŏ emphasized only self-power even in the words of the songs he wrote for the benefit of ordinary people. From Kyunyŏ's standpoint, because these kind of expressions are centered on actual practice by means of self-power and based on the strength of other-power, just like the interpretation of ''One is not awakened by any other means,'' we can see that he emphasized cultivation of the practice of changing a defiled land into a Pure Land by means of the virtue of absolute self-power.
Ch'ewŏn's Pure Land of Avalokiteśvara of the Interfusion of Self-Power
The Hwaŏm learning of Ch'ewŏn in the late Koryŏ period emphasizes the belief in other power more than self-power even while succeeding to Ŭisang Through these writings, we can know that Ch'ewŏn was devoted to the Bodhisattva Avalokiteśvara of the ''Entry into the Dharma Realm'' chapter of the Avataṃsaka-sūtra for his approach to the cult of Avalokiteśvara (Ch'ae 1982, 202-214) . In the Hwaŏm tradition of the Koryŏ period, although we can discern a mental concentration on the Bodhisattva Avalokiteśvara of the Avataṃsaka-sūtra, just as has been cited above, even in the Kyunyŏ chŏn 均如傳 (Life of Kyunyŏ) , what Ch'ewŏn emphasizes in particular in his belief in Avalokiteśvara is an understanding in terms of the configuration of faith in the Hwaŏm tradition reflecting an image of that time (Ch'ae 1982, 214-215) . Ch'ewŏn's purpose for citing this part lies in inducing faith in other-power through tales of the spiritual efficacy of the Bodhisattva Avalokiteśvara (Ch'ewŏn 1979b, 597a). Further, his taking pleasure in employing passages from the Lotus Sūtra can be interpreted as an intent to interfuse and synthesize the belief in Avalokiteśvara promoted by these two sūtras. Thus we see that his purpose was to accommodate and synthesize in a concrete manner the cult of Avalokiteśvara of the Avataṃsaka-sūtra, which is focused on seeking the Way to enlightenment (kudo 求道), and the cult of Avalokiteśvara of the Lotus Sūtra, which is centered on this-worldly benefits (Jung 2009a). Therefore, it is a fact that the belief in other-power is emphasized.
Further, an examination of the Postscript to the Commentary on the Meritorious Virtues in Thirty-eight Divisions, written in 1331, also reveals Ch'ewŏn's consideration of a belief in other-power important. The postscript first says that if one chants ( yŏm 念) the [names of ] buddhas and bodhisattvas, one's meritorious virtues will be limitless; and if one chants on behalf of other people, one's benefits will be multiplied ten-thousand fold (manbae 萬倍). It says that the spiritual efficacy will be exceedingly great if one considers the wretched state of the numinous officials ( yŏnggwan 靈官) 11 above and the beings born in the three unwholesome realms of transmigration (samdo 三途) 12 below and for them one chants the revered title (chonho 尊号) [of the bodhisattva] (Ch 'ae 1982, 214-215) . Numinous officials here refers to government officials responsible for the afterlife, an example of the fusion of Buddhism and popular beliefs (Ch'ae 1982, 214-215) . ''Revered title'' refers to the Bodhisattva Avalokiteśvara. While a Hwaŏm monk, Ch'ewŏn considered Avalokiteśvara more important than either Mañjuśrī or Samantabhadra. And, while being a Hwaŏm monk in Ŭisang's lineage, he desired the deliverance of living beings by means of actualized faith in Avalokiteśvara, so he accommodated popular beliefs. This reflects his purpose of seeking to give hope to ordinary people who were wallowing in afflictions and trials in the historical circumstances of the subjugation of Koryŏ to the Mongol Yuan in the first half of the fourteenth century (Ch'ae 1982, 214-215) . Because this is representative of the tendency toward belief in the other-power, mysticism, and this-worldly blessings in the Hwaŏm tradition (Ch'ae 1982, 214-216; Choe 2013, 85-86) , we can say that it was the cult of chanting the name of the Avalokiteśvara. Moreover, many Buddhist paintings were produced during this period, and we can understand the large number of paintings of Avalokiteśvara of this period as related to the circumstances of the time (Yi Man 1988, 148-152; Jung 2009a, 46 Kimura 1988; . Ch'ewŏn's devotion to the spiritual mentor Avalokiteśvara of the Avataṃsaka-sūtra has already been cited. In particular,
we can thoroughly understand the purpose of his Brief Explanation through a systematic approach to the belief in the Pure Land of Avalokiteśvara by means of self-power and other-power. Furthermore, the text of the Brief Explanation gives serious consideration to a dimension of the cult of Avalokiteśvara that is different than the belief in this-worldly benefits. In the following section I will analyze his method for being reborn in the Pure Land through the Brief Explanation, while bearing in mind the concepts of self-power and other-power.
The Method of Rebirth in the Pure Land of Avalokiteśvara
True Observation (chin'gwan 眞觀)
What is the mechanism for rebirth in the Pure Land of Avalokiteśvara?
We usually think that if one recites ''Avalokiteśvara,'' the Bodhisattva Avalokiteśvara hears this sound and responds. Ch'ewŏn also said that when we encounter trials, if we verbally call upon the name of the Avalokiteśvara, the bodhisattva will hear the sound and hang down over the water called living beings, just as the moon in the heavens illuminates and appears in all water upon the earth (Ch'ewŏn 1979a, 571a-b). Here, the text says ''hearing the sounds,'' and this is by illuminating living beings by means of the wisdom of observation, not because he hears sounds with his ears (Ch'ewŏn 1979a, 571b). When living beings draw near to difficulties and trials, the method of overcoming them through reciting the name of the bodhisattva is the most universal procedure for praying for this-worldly benefits and blessings. This is because, just as Ch'ewŏn illuminates a passage from Chengguan in his Commentary on Special Practices, the supplicant can easily sense it (Ch'ewŏn 1979b, 583c). However, although Ch'ewŏn does not recommend intoning the name (ch'ingmyŏng 稱名) in the Brief Explanation, he does recommend making the Bodhisattva Avalokiteśvara the object of one's meditative visualization (kwansang 觀想). This has an intimate relationship with the thought of the Ŭisang-Kyunyŏ lineage, which considered self-power to be important. In terms of objects of meditative visualization, Ch'ewŏn presented the features of:
(1) the Bodhisattva Avalokiteśvara's sphere of realization and attainment (chŭngdŭk 證得); (2) the essence of the one's own mind (chasim 自心); and (3) Avalokiteśvara and one's own body (chasin 自身) as three kinds of objects mutually interfused and interpenetrating. The third of these is seen as the most superior method of meditative visualization. With respect to this, the Brief Explanation uses the expression ''the approach wherein both essences/ bodies interpenetrate each other'' (tongch'e kyoch'ŏlmun 同躰交徹門). According to the Commentary on Special Practices, because buddhas and bodhisattvas and living beings are products of the same conditioned arising, it is a name that is attached (Ch'ewŏn 1979b, 588c) . This section in the Brief Explanation is the conclusion to the section titled, ''Taking Refuge, Showing Reverence, Completing the Observance, and Forgetting the Subject and Object'' (kwigyŏng sŏmggwan mang ki nŭngso 歸敬成觀亡其能所). If we follow a newly-discovered and more complete version of Brief Explanation, the section heading is divided differently. It is separated into sections from ''The Same Essence/Body Forgets Conditions'' (tongch'e mangyŏn 同體亡緣) to being unified in terms of essence after the characteristics (sang 相) and functions ( yong 用) are developed (Jung 2011). More precisely, just like the name of the section heading, ''The Same Essence/Body Forgets Conditions,'' by means of correct meditative visualization, both subject and object are forgotten and in the end refers to the unification of the poles. At this time, the interpenetration of both essences/bodies is established by means of the function being identified with essence.
In the Commentary on Special Practices, regarding the Bodhisattva Avalokiteśvara's telling Sudhana to make a round of visits to all spiritual mentors, the bodhisattva responds with ten reasons, the tenth of which is ''the manifestation of the formation of conditioned arising in Sudhana and all spiritual mentors.'' In other words, this becomes the method for contemplating nothing less than mutual interfusion and interpenetration. It is explained more concretely as follows.
If Sudhana has strength, he guides the teaching of the spiritual mentors, but if the spiritual mentors have strength, Sudhana is brought to realization and attainment. By means of mutual interpenetration subject and object disappear.
Because Sudhana does not exist outside of the spiritual mentors, one is precisely all; and by means of illuminating Sudhana's making rounds of visits [to the spiritual mentors], there are no spiritual mentors outside of Sudhana; all are precisely one. With respect to the accomplishment of many levels and stages (wiji 位地), the function of unfolding and bringing together in this manner, by means of Sudhana, is free and unhindered (Ch'ewŏn 1979b, 601c; cf. X 227, 5.97a2-5).
Just like this, among the spheres of meditative visualization, the method of visualizing the highest sphere is meditative visualizing of mutual interpenetration, and in conceptual language becomes the ocean-seal mirror (haein kyŏng 海印鏡) (Ch'ewŏn 1979a, 572b). The expression ''ocean-seal mirror'' is peculiar terminology of Ŭisang's intellectual lineage that first appears in the Brief Explanation. If we follow what is cited from the Kwansŏk 觀釋 (Analysis of Visualization) 15 in the Pŏpkye to ki ch'ongsurok 法界圖記叢髓錄 (Comprehensive Variorum on the Seal-diagram Symbolizing the Dharma Realm), three kinds of ''mirrors'' (kyŏng 鏡) are differentiated: the ''mirror of the tathāgata-garbha'' ( yŏraejang kyŏng 如來藏鏡), the ''mirror that is a lump of luminous glass'' (chŏnggwang p'ari kyŏng 錠光玻璃鏡), and the ''ocean-seal mirror'' (T 1887B, 45.728b). 16 The appearance of an image in the ocean-seal mirror is because the three kinds of worlds of my five-foot body are endowed and not because there are stations (chuch'ŏ 住處) of distinctive paths of rebirth ( pyŏlto 別途). Therefore, it is called ''non-abiding'' (muju 無住), which is precisely ''immovable'' ( pultong 不動). The appearance of several kinds of images in the ocean-seal mirror in this way is made the approach of interpenetration in the Brief Explanation. This example says that the three kinds of worlds are endowed in the approach of interpenetration, in which the three kinds of worlds existing within the doctrinal system of the Tathāgata in the Pŏpkye to 法界圖 (Seal-Diagram of the Dharma Realm) all coming from the ocean-seal samādhi (haein sammae 海印三昧) is the basis (Ch'ewŏn 1979a, 573a-b) . In other words, in the Brief Explanation, the ocean-seal mirror, which is thought to be the highest visualization, becomes the ocean-seal samādhi. Accordingly, in the approach of interpenetration, we can know that the object that is visualized is nothing but the ocean-seal samādhi. If we follow Ch'ewŏn's Brief Explanation, this ocean-seal mirror is identified with nothing but the mirror of Avalokiteśvara (Kwanŭm kyŏng 觀音鏡) (Ch'ewŏn 1979a, 573b) . In the Brief Explanation, Ch'ewŏn makes the view of the Larger Sukhāvatīvyūha-sūtra, in which one contemplatively visualizes the features and world of the Bodhisattva Avalokiteśvara, branch from the view of the Avataṃsaka-sūtra, in which one contemplatively visualizes the sphere of realization and attainment (Ch'ewŏn 1979a, 571b) . The foregoing three kinds of meditative visualization can be seen as corresponding to the view of the Avataṃsaka-sūtra.
However, in the Brief Explanation, Ch'ewŏn says that only provided one combines observation (kwan 觀) and cessation (chi 止) will one be able to accomplish the last sphere. The cessation and observation referred to here are explained concretely in the Yanyi chao 演義鈔 (Extracts on the Exposition of the Meanings) by Chengguan, which provides an explanation of ''The Manifestations of the Tathāgata'' chapter (Rulai chuxian pin 如來出現品). The absence of clouds in a clear sky (hŏgong 虛空) is ''true cessation'' (chinchi 眞止); therefore, the meditative visualization of the absence of hindrances is ''true observation'' (chin'gwan 眞觀) (Ch'ewŏn 1979a, 571b) . This true observation is nothing but the contemplatively visualizing of the interfusion and interpenetration of the third meditation described above. With respect to being able to know that, if there is a subjective visualization, citing Chengguan's Extracts on the Exposition of the Meanings in his Commentary on Special Practices, certainly because it is an object of contemplative visualization, there is no dualism of subject and object. Also, in the formation of subject and object, the contemplative visualizing of one becomes the meditative visualization of the whole. The absence of contemplative visualization is nothing but the absence of nonmeditative visualization; and this is because that is said to be precisely true observation (Ch'ewŏn 1979b, 585a; cf. T 1736, 36.680b) . The expression ''true observation'' here derives from the ''Gateway to Everywhere of the Bodhisattva Avalokiteśvara'' chapter (Guanshiyin pusa pumen pin 觀世音菩薩普門品) of the Lotus Sūtra. 17 On the reverse of exhibiting Ch'ewon's intention for seeking to differentiate the methods of visualizing in the Larger Sukhāvatīvyūha-sūtra and in the Avataṃsaka-sūtra, the method of visualizing in the Lotus Sūtra can be known to be an aspect that is identified with or the same as the Avataṃsaka-sūtra. These kinds of points are congruent with the Commentary on Special Practices. 18 However, there are differences in that, on the contrary, the Commentary on Special Practices the Lotus Sūtra leans toward other-power and cites passages in the line of thought of this-worldly benefits while Brief Explanation brings into relief meditative visualization by means of self-power.
Making the Vow (parwŏn 發願)
The next step after contemplatively visualizing in this manner is making the vow. Making the vow is fundamentally based on other-power from the standpoint that it is an action whereby one seeks empowerment from the Buddha.
Accordingly, one makes the vow after first requesting empowerment. The Brief Explanation says that no matter how deep the powers of the vows (wŏllok 願力) of living beings are, they are only able to accomplish their great vows (taewŏn 大願) provided they avail themselves of the empowerment of the Bodhisattva Avalokiteśvara, which emphasizes that the making of vows must be sincere (Ch'ewŏn 1979a, 573c) . Provided that the making of the vow is sincere, just as the moon's reflection appears clearly in clear water, the response of the Bodhisattva Avalokiteśvara to living beings will certainly be swift (Ch'ewŏn 1979a, 573c) .
If that is the case, what is the goal of making the vow? Two reasons for making the vow are given in the Brief Explanation. The first is to be the same as the original master ( ponsa 本師), the Bodhisattva Avalokiteśvara; and the second is to be reborn in the Pure Land. In terms of concrete vows, the ten vows and six transferences (sibwŏn yukhyang 十願六向) of the Qianshou qianyan jing 千手千眼經 (Sūtra of the Thousand-armed Thousand-eyed Bodhisattva Avalokiteśvara) are the subject of discussion, and one makes a vow to be the same as the Avalokiteśvara of the Sūtra of the Thousand-armed Thousand-eyed Bodhisattva Avalokiteśvara. This is the meaning of making a vow just as the Bodhisattva Avalokiteśvara made a vow long ago. The subject of making the vow is on the side of living beings. Therefore, because the vow is made for living beings-though there is a theory that Avalokiteśvara's vow-making was not-Ch'ewŏn explained that if we look at it in relation to the Sūtra of the Thousand-armed Thousand-eyed Bodhisattva Avalokiteśvara, the vow takes on the power of the original vow of the Bodhisattva Avalokiteśvara, and this is the same gist as the Avataṃsaka-sūtra (Ch'ewŏn 1979a, 574b). Ch'ewŏn's perspective, as has been discussed above, is the same as the emphasis on the power of the original vow in the Avataṃsaka-sūtra, and from that standpoint his belief in Avalokiteśvara is also fundamentally based on other-power. Specifically, what kind of vow-making is the same as that of the Bodhisattva Avalokiteśvara? In vows there are those benefiting oneself (chari 自利) and those benefiting others (it'a 利他). Just as Avalokiteśvara performed practices benefiting himself (chari haeng 自利行), one makes vows that one will perform practices benefiting himself. And just as Avalokiteśvara performed practices benefiting others (it'a haeng 利他行), one makes vows that one will perform practices benefiting others. This is making a vow to be the same as Avalokiteśvara. Of course, although the ten vows are said to benefit others, ultimately all of them benefit oneself, and benefiting oneself is on the whole benefiting others (Ch'ewŏn 1979a, 575a) . In this way, if practices benefiting oneself and practices benefiting others come under the power of the original vow, the Pure Land of Avalokiteśvara in which people seek to be reborn is a Pure Land that is interfused with self-power from the standpoint that harmony between the self-power and other-power is brought about, we can see that it has other-power tendencies from the standpoint that the power of the original vow is emphasized.
Where is the Pure Land of Avalokiteśvara and How is One Reborn There?
The second kind of vow-making is making a vow to be reborn in the Pure Land. First, Ch'ewŏn refers to the passage in Li Tongxuan's 李通玄 (635-
730) Xin Huayan jing lun 新華嚴經論 (Treatise on the New Translation of the
Avataṃsaka-sūtra) that says that the Bodhisattva Avalokiteśvara abides in defiled lands (Ch'ewŏn 1979a, 757b; cf. T 1739, 36.982a3-4) , and asks how the abode of Avalokiteśvara is a Pure Land. In the Avataṃsaka-sūtra, the lad Sudhana meets the Bodhisattva Avalokiteśvara as his twenty-eighth spiritual mentor, and this must be somewhere in the Sahā World System. On this point, Ch'ewŏn answers that Mt. Potalaka, the abode of Avalokiteśvara, is in the thirteenth level of the Lotus Storehouse Realm above the Sahā World System, and accordingly that there is an enlightenment site for the preaching of the dharma (sŏlbŏp toryang 說法道場) for the Buddha Vairocana.
In conclusion, the Pure Land of Avalokiteśvara is somewhere inside the Lotus Storehouse Realm. Following Fazang's explanation in the Record of Exploring the Mysteries, Ch'ewŏn understands the Lotus Storehouse Realm to be as follows: the first classification is the world system of living beings in places where there are trees, such as Mt. Sumeru (Sumisan 須彌山). The second classification is the ten world systems (sipsegye 十世界), with exist separately outside of the great trichilocosm (samch'ŏngye 三千界). 19 The third is the world system oceans of the ornamentation of the ten Lotus Storehouse World System (sip yŏnhwajang changŏm segye hae 十蓮花藏莊嚴世界海), which is endowed with core and appendages, just like Indra's net. This is an offshoot that serves as a criterion for the place where the Buddha edifies living beings.
Among these, the Bodhisattva Avalokiteśvara abides in the first classification and this place is called a confused and impure land (chabyŏmt'o 雜染土). If we look at it as a grade or level in which to cultivate practices, it is a place where practitioners prior to the first stage on the bodhisattva path dwell. However, if one sets the criterion that the meritorious virtues of the Buddha exist in this place, all the characteristics of impurity vanish and it is still a Pure Land (Ch'ewŏn 1979a, 575c; cf. T 1733, 35.158a27-28) . In this manner, the Pure Land of Avalokiteśvara is a Pure Land inside the Sahā World System, and we need to pay attention to the idea that it is called a Pure Land within the Lotus Storehouse Realm.
In order to be reborn in the Pure Land of Avalokiteśvara, one must first avail oneself of the empowerment of the Buddha. After being empowered and freed from delusion, one discards one's body and trades one's life in the space of an instant to reborn in the Pure Land of Avalokiteśvara. Although it says here that one discards one's body, this only refers to the point in time when karmic retribution ends and does not refer to discarding one's intent. As for trading one's life and being reborn in the Pure Land, when we look through what is explained in the Sūtra of the Thousand-armed Thousand-eyed Bodhisattva Avalokiteśvara, which says that the buddhas of the ten directions come directly, take one by the hand, and guide one to the Pure Land, we can know that Ch'ewŏn thought that in an instant all the buddhas or Avalokiteśvara would guide one to the Pure Land (Ch'ewŏn 1979a, 575c-576a) . In this way one is reborn in the Pure Land, and becoming the same as the Bodhisattva Avalokiteśvara is Ch'ewŏn's conception. In other words, making the vow is putting other-power into actual practice to aspire for rebirth in the Pure Land, and making a vow to become the Bodhisattva Avalokiteśvara.
Just like this, we can see that Ch'ewŏn's belief in the Pure Land of Avalokitevara in the Brief Explanation presented rebirth in the Pure Land by means of other-power as making the vow (to be a bodhisattva) through self-power, which is called meditative visualization. Because it must be seen as making the vow and aspiring to rebirth in the Pure Land in those kinds of spheres, we can say that it is a belief in other-power, which is the interfusion of self-power and other-power. However, just as we have seen above, the highest level of meditative visualization is already the sphere of the ocean-seal samādhi, in which the buddha and living beings become one essence or body. And, becoming the same as Avalokiteśvara can be said to be a self-awareness that the goal of rebirth in the Pure Land is also ultimately ''He achieved Buddhahood in a time long past'' (kurae sŏngbul 舊來成佛), from the standpoint that he inherited intact the substance of Ŭisang's position that ultimately ''From times long past he has not moved'' (kurae puldong 舊來不動) is called accomplishment (Ch'ewŏn 1979a, 576b-c) . 20
Conclusion
In this essay we have examined self-power and other-power or the belief in other-power as seen in the Avataṃsaka-sūtra, the Chinese Huayan tradition, and the Hwaŏm tradition of Koryŏ. The Chinese Huayan tradition was a doctrinal lineage that said that after other-power became a premise the accomplishment of buddhahood by means of self-power was the basis. In the early Koryŏ period, Kyunyŏ differed from the analyses of the Chinese Huayan tradition from the point of view that he emphasized absolute self-power, which is the total transformation of self-power and other-power from within the relationship of self-power and other-power in the Huayan tradition. This was a result of his inheriting the standpoint of the intellectual lineage of Ŭisang. From this position, Kyunyŏ claimed that by means of absolute self-power, one's own five-foot body would be the Pure Land of the Lotus Storehouse Realm, which is precisely the world system realized and attained through actual practice. Kyunyŏ exalted self-power even in his ''Songs of the Ten Vows of Samantabhadra,'' which were crafted for the masses of ordinary people.
By contrast, Ch'ewŏn, who was active in the late Koryŏ period, encouraged belief in the Pure Land of Avalokiteśvara. However, though he did not encourage intonation of the name of Avalokiteśvara just like the generic cult of Avalokiteśvara, his teachings reveal a distinctive characteristic of self-power, which recommends true observation wherein true cessation has been realized. This ''true observation'' is the method of meditative visualization of the interfusion of self and other, which is the mutual rapprochement of self-power and other-power, just as was confirmed in the approach that both essences/bodies interpenetrate each other in the Brief Explanation. After that, in making the vow, Ch'ewŏn stresses other-power, which is the power of the original vow of the Bodhisattva Avalokiteśvara. Different than other works, the Brief Explanation encourages rebirth in the Pure Land of Avalokiteśvara particularly through the belief in Avalokiteśvara, and the Pure Land of Avalokiteśvara is in the Sahā World System and is a world system that converges in the Lotus Storehouse Realm. Because Ch'ewŏn encourages contemplative visualization of the sphere of realization and attainment of the Bodhisattva Avalokiteśvara by means of self-power from the standpoint of the perfect teaching of the Avataṃsaka, although it appears as if he emphasizes self-power, in the final vow-making, he emphasizes other-power, which is called the power of the original vow of the Bodhisattva Avalokiteśvara. In making the vow one has to be sincere, and through this we can see that rebirth in the Pure Land in which the buddhas and bodhisattva come to welcome one in the space of an instant is the central conception of Ch'ewŏn's Brief Explanation.
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8 Editor's Note: The conditioned arising of the ten mysteries (siphyŏn yŏn'gi, Ch.
shixuan yuanqi 十玄緣起) is also called the ten approaches (simmun, Ch. shimen 十門) or the approaches to the ten mysteries (siphyŏnmun, Ch. shixuanmen 十玄門).
In the doctrinal learning of the Huayan/Hwaŏm tradition, mutual identity and mutual interpenetration, the unimpeded nature of phenomena and phenomena, is explained as ten kinds of conditioned arising of the dharma realm (T 1732, 35.15a29-b24) . Here ''ten'' (shi 十) is a full number that suggests being fully endowed and perfectly full; ''mystery'' (hyŏn, Ch. xuan 玄) is used because it enters the mysterious ocean of the Avataṃsaka-sūtra through this, and ''approach'' (mun, Ch. men 門) refers to the dharma approach of the unimpeded nature of phenomena and phenomena. Furthermore, the ''conditioned arising'' in the ''conditioned arising of the ten mysteries'' means that just like all dharmas, the ten approaches also do not exist independently but arise conditionally with mutual cooperation. Zhiyan's approaches of the ten mysteries, along with the theory of the six characteristics, are used as an important expedient means manifesting the conditioned arising of the dharma realm in the Huayan/Hwaŏm tradition. After Zhiyan, almost all of the Huayan/Hwaŏm thinkers-Ŭisang, Fazang, Chengguan, Zongmi, and so forthconsidered the theory of the approach of the ten mysteries as important. 9 Editor's Note: The three kinds of worlds (samjong segan, Ch. sanzhong shijian 三種 世間) divide all manner of existence into three discrete realms (T 278, 9.444b5-6; K 8.53c25). Although the nature of these three kinds of realms differs according to respective sūtras and treatises, in the Hwaŏm doctrinal tradition they are typically described as the world as a vessel (kisegan 器世間; Skt. bhajanaloka), the world of living beings (chungsaeng segan 衆生世間; Skt. sattvaloka), and the world of complete and total enlightenment (chijŏnggak segan 智正覺世間; Skt. samyaksaṃ-buddhaloka) (see T 1733, 35.482b18-25) . Ŭisang symbolically represents these three worlds and manifests the perfect interfusion of these three realms in his ''Sealdiagram Symbolizing the Dharma Realm'' (Pŏpkye toin 法界圖印) by using a white piece of paper, black ink, and red lines (McBride 2012a, xiv).
10 For translations and interpretations of the ''Songs of the Ten Vows of Samantabhadra,'' see Kyunyŏ (1977a; 1977b) , Ch'oe and An (1986) , and in English, Buzo and Prince (1993) . Skt. naraka), rebirth as a hungry ghost (agwi, Ch. egui 餓鬼; Skt. preta), and rebirth as an animal or beast (ch'uksaeng, Ch. chusheng 畜生; Skt. tiryagyoni). They are also called the three unwholesome destinies (samakch'wi, Ch. sanequ 三惡趣; Skt.
trividhā durgatiḥ). Here, ''destiny'' (ch'wi 趣) means existing in the condition of a place to which one is drawn as a result of karma. 14 On the problems with the authenticity of ''Vow Made at White Flower Enlightenment Site,'' see (Jung 1998, 203-212) (hwajang to 花藏圖). This is understood as being the ''mind of original consciousness'' ( ponsiksim 本識心) of living beings (Kyunyŏ 1977a, 1:388) .
17 The Commentary on Special Practices says ''The sūtra says'' (kyŏng un 經云) both times when it cites the passage that says ''True observation is clean and pure visualization'' (zhenguan qingjing guan 眞觀淸淨觀). See T 262, 9.58a18. 19 Editor's Note: A trichilocosm (samch'ŏn segye, Ch. santian shijie 三千世界) is probably an abbreviation for a great trichilocosm or a ''thousand-cubed great thousand-world system'' (samch'ŏn taech'ŏn segye, Ch. santian datian shijie 三千大 千世界; Skt. trisāhasramahāsāhasrolocadhātuḥ), which denotes one billion worlds. A thousand individual worlds are called a ''small thousand-world system.'' In modern parlance this refers to what we would call a galaxy. One thousand small thousandworld systems comprise a ''medium thousand-world system.'' Medium thousand (dvisāhasra), literally ''2,000,'' is used to mean 1,000 2 , or a million worlds. Great thousand (trisāhasra), literally ''3,000,'' is used to mean 1,000 3 , or a billion worlds.
Because all of these worlds have Mt. Sumerus, heavens, gods, and so forth, and follow the Buddhist cycle of coming into existence and disappearing together, they can be conceptualized as a single unit (T 1, 1.114b25-c8). position is in ''the heart of the practices and vows of the Avataṃsaka with respect to the Bodhisattva Avalokiteśvara.'' I think that the interpretations of these two pieces of scholarship are appropriate. However, I also think that it is necessary to make a more minute investigation of the similarities and differences of the positions of these two pieces of literature on faith, through the lens of self-power and other-power.
